



Summary of Recording – Kenneth Baker

Before the National Curriculum the quality of the curriculum varied between schools – National Curriculum was comprehensive and demanding – but due to settlement of teachers’ strike in 1986 it was not possible to extend the school day to cope with it. Continental comparisons – French minister could write it himself. Now thinks transfer of schools at 14 better than 11 – history syllabus will be devised for technical schools – great engineers. Children need to know the political context before they can imagine themselves in a medieval village – seeing historical places important for children – memories of own history trips and projects at school – imagination must be based on knowledge - original sources valuable to interest children. Expected the History Working Group to produce a timeline – flow of events – not just 20th century but earlier periods – needed to be more precise with defined stages of progress and understanding – focus on key periods – 17th century where all our political rights and institutions emerged from. 18th century has almost disappeared in schools – value of political cartoons for learning about it. Influence of video on popularity of 20th century study – importance of studying history of political rights – freedom of speech – citizenship – knowing voting is important. Important not to lose the flow of history. Teachers less focused on their specialist subject today than in the past. Wanted the History Working Group to have greater emphasis on knowledge rather than the process of learning. Standards in schools today better than they were due to the National Curriculum – but sad that history is not taught to age 16. Proposal for a Museum of British history – need to bring smaller museums together to tell a bigger story – role of the Cartoon Museum. National identity – Britain a polyglot nation – inclusion important in any Museum of British History.
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This is Kenneth Baker talking to you on Thursday October 22nd 2009.  I am being interviewed in front of a book case with lots of history books in it.





Why do you think you enjoyed history so much when you were at school?

Well, I was at school during the Second World War and I was subject to wonderfully old fashioned Victorian education.  The school was George of England primary school and it didn’t have a playing field it had a yard, and we were taught in a very old fashioned and very effective way.  History was told to us as a series of stories.  It was so fascinating.  It’s probably more acute in the time of war because you’re aware of soldiers.  I was aware of soldiers coming back to Southport to the infirmaries and I was aware of open church services in Southport during the war with soldiers in the actual congregation and all singing Onward Christian Soldiers, every verse.  And so it was brought home to one... And then I was also aware of the bombing and I was aware of Churchill speeches and so all that was a living history, if you like.  And one... My parents gave me very early on our Own Island Story and Our Empire Story and Scotland’s story.  [Laughs]  And those wonderful old books which have now all been reprinted, again, telling the story as a story.  I think that’s what fascinated me.  

I understand from your memoirs that you differed from Margaret Thatcher in your conception of the National Curriculum since she only wanted a core curriculum.  Why did you think it was important to specify ten subjects?





When you were looking at the National Curriculum did you use continental comparisons in order to get your ideas?

Well, only to some extent because... The various curriculums that existed... America doesn’t have any sort of National Curriculum at all and I remember talking to the Education Secretary, Bill Bent, he was opining the fact that you could not possibly introduce the National Curriculum, it was all done at state levels and they varied enormously.  Where it came to Europe there were various curriculums and I remember meeting the French Minister, Chevènement who was, not a Jacobite, a Jacobin; he was, sort of, extreme left, and I talked to him about the National Curriculum and he said, ‘Oh, I go home at the weekend and write it’.  [Laughs] I was absolutely amazed at the flexibility in the French system.  But certainly we did look at European systems and we saw there were forms of curriculum right through in different types of schools and we took all that into account.  

You were talking about how it was guaranteeing a broader balanced curriculum for every child.  Was there any consideration that for some children that might not be suitable?





They would finish history though at 14?

No, I hope that will not be the case and I’ll tell you why.  Because up to 14, from 14 to 16 they will still have to abide by the essential elements of the core curriculum.   But they always have to have five hours of general culture.  What I would like to devise now if, for example, those who have taken up engineering, I think I would like to devise courses in great engineers and great inventors of the past so that leads them in.  Why is history important to an engineer?  It’s important to an engineer to know what has happened in the past, how the metals have changed, how the methods have changed, how the methods of construction have changed, what is likely to happen again in the future.  I think that is one way of engaging their attention, if you make history relevant to people they become interested.  

Did you think at the time of the National Curriculum that history was going to be a problematic subject to devise a curriculum for?





But you wouldn’t argue there’s no place for imaginative work in history?





So, it the superficial approach that you’re objecting to (overspeaking)?

Yes I really am, absolutely.  I think it’s got to be based on knowledge.  You can’t have historical imagination without knowledge.  You’ve got to have the knowledge of the period and the flow of events.  

I ought to ask you actually, the new history isn’t... It doesn’t seem to object to knowledge; it sort of wants children to get knowledge from original sources as opposed to secondary texts.

Yes, well, I think that is indeed welcome and there were... I think they are no longer published, there were about 20 or 30 years ago very good packages... This is the gunpowder plot and there was a folder and then the gunpowder plot was a reproduction of the letter of Catesby and the picture of the plotters and the journal torn from the House of Commons and all the rest of it.  Really interesting stuff.  And you did see them, they were presented to you.  Because after all young students... They were really directed I think to sort of 12 to 15 year olds, that sort of age could not be expected to go and find Catesby’s letter.  But it was presented to them and they then realised the significance of this and they could measure it and they would find it interesting because it would be in different handwriting and different words.  No... I’m all in favour of them trying to source and indeed my granddaughters who are at state primary school question my wife and I intimately about our experiences of the Second World War and what it was like to be taken down in the blitz to a shelter and all the rest of it and what rations were like and what life was like during the war.  Yes, so they... I’m not against that.  I’m certainly not against it.  

So, what were you expecting of the History Working Group set up to produce the National Curriculum?

I wanted to see essentially a timeline from whenever you started whether it was pre-Roman Britain or Roman Britain up to today so you can see the flow of events and the flow of our history and to give children an idea of the continuum of history.  That is very important, I think.  And to see where they fit into it all because we’re all creatures of the past in one way or another and we all carry bits of the past stuck on little badges everywhere affecting us one way or another.  And I thought that was essential to have the understanding.   





No, I wanted that to be the basis of it.  And then obviously I wanted certain areas looked at more closely and identified and not just the 20th Century.  The 20th Century is of course very important and relevant to any young people and they want to know the rise of communism and the rise of fascism and all the rest of it and the Second World War and the First World War.  All that is very important.  But I wanted also to alert them to the facts on the earlier history.  You know?  Britain fighting alone in 1940 was very much like 1803.  In fact, the invasion of 1803 was rather more acute than the invasion in 1940.  And, you know, that as it worked, I’m sure that conditioned some of the thinking of Churchill himself.  Churchill was a great historian and had an instinctive feel of what you can pull out of the past to make the present more relevant and important.  

Were you surprised they found it difficult to specify the state of progression in attainment in history?





It’s interesting to speculate on why... I mean, you’ve convinced me that’s an important period.  But why the general public and, if you like, schools as well, are more interested in the Tudors which is a period of religious division than in the 18th Century which is characterised by European rationalism.

I think the British public like to see tableaus and the tableaus of the Tudors.  But they love Jane Austen and Jane Austen is the land of the 18th Century.  I always think it’s extraordinary that Sense and Sensibility and Pride and Prejudice, when you read those you don’t realise that Britain is fighting for its life, fighting for its life against Napoleon who is going to conquer us and the whole of Europe.  And so they like all that, they like coaches and crinolines and all the rest of it.  But it’s a very important period that has fundamentally affected us all.   It’s a period in which the English language spread around the world.

When the National Curriculum for history was first produced were you aware of any of these important themes being predominant in it or was it simply an attempt to cover as much as would please everybody?

I think it was a bit of that, quite frankly.  I think that it anchored too much in the 20th century and while it’s important to study 20th Century history it can be largely done on videos.  You can see the Second World War on video, you can see the rise of communism on video, you can see the... And they’re very vivid, I’m not saying they’re not, and there has been a wonderful series on the First World War and on it and that can lead you to an understanding of the flow of events.  And then those who want to go into it more deeply have to say, ‘What is behind this flow of events? Why did it all happen? What were the consequences of it?’ and things of that sort.  You must... And so all I’m trying to do is try to bring into the understanding of young people today some of the events of the past.  





Well, I think it’s very difficult to understand our position as a country without understanding the politics of it.  And the politics stem from our history.  And I think the history of how we’ve gained our liberties and freedoms is an essential part of our country.  One of the reasons why we’re such, so many people want to come and live in our country is because of the rights that were fought in the 16th, 17th and 18th Century.  The rights of opposition, the right not be arrested in the middle of the night, the right for fair and open trial.  All of these things, some going back to Magna Carta.  And I think children should be aware of that because there’s always a tendency to rough ride over rights for certain reasons, whatever it may be.  The right of arbitrary arrest, for example, the right to detention without trial, are very important rights in our history.  And freedom of speech, a very important freedom, but one that has to be tempered to some extent in a certain way.  And I’m talking on the very day when the leaders of the British National Party has appeared on Question Time giving enormous coverage.  The great issue is should he be allowed to speak or not.  It’s a very interesting debate.  

I was going to ask you about citizenship later on.  But it just seems a convenient point to ask you about that because you’re stressing very much the contemporary relevance of studying political history.

Yes.  Well, first –

We now have a subject of citizenship on the curriculum.  What’s your view about that?





[Laughs] That’s partly then about training teachers to be engaged with it.

Yes.  I agree with that.  And I think one of the problems generally of teaching today... I think my generation, certainly at secondary level, probably were taught by teachers who had read their specialism as a university subject.  They read history or physics or chemistry or geography or English.  That is much less common  today where teachers will have taken a teaching degree with a specialism within it itself and necessarily they won’t be so absorbed so deeply as someone who had to study history by itself and then becomes a teacher.  

That would be at primary level predominantly.

I think at secondary level, I think that... At primary level I think it’s a bit easier to do, I think it’s more general and you don’t have to have the depth of knowledge for a teacher of primary knowledge.  But a primary teacher has to, in my view, has to know about a lot of things in a rather more general way.  At a secondary level you’re expecting specialisms of some intensity, particularly if you’re going up beyond 16.  And so you do need... And it’s quite interesting, another subject... My school, which I went to for four years, I was in a state secondary for 14 and then I went to St Paul’s.  The teachers in St Paul’s on Saturday mornings now go to the local state schools to help teaching the sixth forms in subjects like maths and physics where there might be difficulties in getting specialist teachers to do it and I think that’s a very helpful thing indeed.   I don’t think it’s the same to history yet. [Laughs]









But did you think at the time that the History Working Group when they completed their final report had fulfilled that objective?





You seem to be quite optimistic about the way the National Curriculum has worked out then?

I think that standards today in schools are better than they were.  I think that the National Curriculum was necessary and will survive.  I think it has to be modified in certain ways, I’ve suggested, I think at 14 I think there is a break point and I think that some youngsters will want to follow more practical skills based education.  And I’m setting up colleges to do that now with the support of the Government and the opposition as well.  

What is your view about the flexibility that’s been allowed in the history National Curriculum in recent years?

I was very sad that one of my successors, I think it was Ken Clarke, abandoned history up to 16.  The only other country in Europe who allows this is Albania.  Other countries insist upon history going on till 16 because history is so much part of their national identity.  France, for example...

Yes, I’m sure it’s very original.  I think we were talking about the sort of flexibility that’s now allowed in the curriculum.

Yes.  I think that if it helps the teachers I’m not against that but I still hope they would realise that it’s a story with a beginning, middle and an end and a continuum and I hope that they will not abandon that particular aspect of it.





Why do you think such an institution is needed?





Accepting that museums are a great thing for children and schools like to take children out for trips because they do stick in their memory.

Of course.    

Couldn’t one argue that there is a tremendous amount of wonderful visual and stimulating material available both in school and out of school today that in a sense the problem with history isn’t so much lack of materials or places to visit, that it’s the point you were making about schools (overspeaking)?





To what extent could or should concerns about national identity or ethnic and social diversity affect the history taught in schools?

Say that again, sorry?

To what extent should concerns about national identity or ethnic and social diversity affect history in schools?

Well, this is where the museum would help enormously because one of the things you would realise going round this museum is that we are a polyglot nation, that we have always been a mixture: the Vikings, Danes, Picts, Celts, Romans.  People from all over made us what we are.  The Anglo Saxons dominated really from Central Europe.  And then during the centuries the Huguenots coming in.  During the 19th Century the Jewish refugees, refugees from every country in the world.  And until the great surge in economic migrants, economic refugees, we always took in, if you look at the figures, up until 1980, 5,000 people a year who were refugees.

Do you think that within -?





But it should also be within the curriculum within the schools that teachers teach.

Yes.  I think it’s part of history.  I think it’s actually part of our history to show how we have all come together from different backgrounds and different races, different creeds, different colours, everything.

One of the issues that teachers often raise is that they agree with all that but they’re not given the time to do it in school.

Well, that comes back to my great regret, another teaching period.

Perhaps that’s where we need to...
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